**OpenNebula - Bug #1655**  
**mvds for vmfs doesn’t get the proper server name**
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**Description**

Since the core changed the arguments to the script, the dst_host doesn’t come anymore in the $DST. We need to get it from the src_host.

**Associated revisions**

Revision 204feeba - 11/14/2012 03:37 PM - Tino Vázquez

bug #1655: Pick dst_host rightly in MVDS for vmfs

Revision 600e43ad - 12/20/2012 04:30 PM - Tino Vázquez

bug #1655: Pick dst_host rightly in MVDS for vmfs

(cherry picked from commit 204feeba29020f42bf95b579b56af172178406ff)

**History**

#1 - 03/19/2013 11:51 AM - Ruben S. Montero

- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed